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Operational Calculus for Two Commuting Closed Operators

J. T. Marti (EIR, Wûrenlingen)

1. Introduction

Functions of an endomorphism T of a complex Banach space X can be defîned

through a proper homomorphic mapping <P of an algebra H into the Banach algebra
B(X) of ail endomorphism of X. The éléments of H are locally holomorphic complex
functions/(A) defined on a neighborhood of the spectrum o{T) of T. If # is con-
tinuous and the image of A under $ is T, then 3> is unique and is represented by a

Cauchy intégral: <P(f) (2ni)~1^r /(A) (À-T)~ldÀ, where T is a suitably chosen

curve in the complex plane. #(/) is a function of T, and the construction of functions
of T by this procédure is known as operational calculus for bounded linear operators.
The Cauchy formula has been used by Dunford [2, 3, 4] and by Taylor [10] to
define functions of an endomorphism of X. Such a function could be defîned also by
a power séries expansion in T, valid in a neighborhood of <x(J), and the resuit is

équivalent to the resuit obtainable with Cauchy's formula. However, if ris unbounded
and closed, a generalization is possible only by use of the intégral formula (Taylor
[11], Hille and Phillips [7]). Another extension of the theory is the generalization
to functions of more than one variable, which goes straightforward only in the case

of commuting endomorphisms of X. Such functions hâve been introduced by
Schwartz [8] and Waelbroek [13], where uniqueness is proven in the last cited work.

The theory presented in this note deals with functions of two (not necessarily

bounded) commuting closed linear operators Tx and T2 on X to itself. Again, the

functions are defined through a proper homomorphism <P of an algebra H into B(X).
Hère H consists of locally holomorphic complex functions f(Xu A2) whose domain
V is a neighborhood of Ge{T^)y,ae{T2), <re(Tj) being the extended spectrum of T,.
This implies that V is unbounded, if 7i or T2 is unbounded. In principle, the main
theorem describes the following facts: Provided that $ transforms (A-A^)""1 into
(A—7})"1 for j=l, 2 and for each A in the résolvent set of Tp$ is unique and has

the représentation given by formula (1).
The operational calculus for closed linear operators plays an important rôle in

the theory of Banach algebras [12, 14], in the spectral theory [4], the theory of semi-

groups [7] and in quantum theory [1]. As an application we shall give a représentation
for polynomials in two endomorphisms of X. Furthermore, we dérive formulas for
the resolvents of the sum and the product of commuting closed linear transformations
and show that the extended spectrum of the sum (product) is contained in the sum

(product) of the extended spectra of the single transformations.
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2. The operational calculus

Let Vl and V2 be Cauchy domains, open subsets of the extended complex plane
C with a finite positive number of components whose boundaries are nonempty and

are composed of a finite positive number of simple closed rectifiable curves. Let
y— yx x V2 be the Cartesian product of Vt and V2 in C2. We dénote by Xx the charac-
teristic function of a set X. Let H(V) then be the complex algebra of ail functions
/:C2-»C which are locally holomorphic in V and vanish in the complément of V
with respect to C2. In H(V) we use the ordinary définition of arithmetic opérations.

Xv is the unit élément of H(V).
Now let U be a Cauchy domain and X a closed subset of U. Then there exists a

Cauchy domain U\ such that Ic(/' and U' c U [11, Theorem 3.3]. The union F
of ail boundaries of £/', with the usual positive orientation, we call an oriented

envelope of X with respect to U.

Next, let X be a complex Banach space, O (X) the class of ail closed linear transformations

with domain and range in X and B(X) the complex Banach algebra of ail
endomorphisms of X with identity /. Let T be an élément of O (X) with domain D T),
spectrum g(T) and résolvent set o(T). The extended spectrum Ge(T) is the set of ail
singular points of the résolvent R(X, T) of T in C. By (£(£) we dénote the class of
ail pairs { Tu T2 } of operators of £>(£) which satisfy D( Tt) c 35( T2), T2 [D( T^] c
D(7i) and commute on the set {x|jceD(7i), 7;;ceD(r2)}. If T2 is bounded on X,
this définition is équivalent to that of M. H. Stone [9, Définition 3]. Then we hâve

Lemma 1. Let î)( Ti) c D T2) and T2 [D 7;)] c D Tj. ,4 necessary and sufficient
condition that R{XU Tx) ,R(A2, T2) i?(A2, T2) R(ÀU T^for each pair {Xu
xQ(T2)isthat {Tl9T2}ed(X).

Proof. If {Tl9 T2}e<£(X) we hâve {xlxe^iT,), T1xeD(T2)} {x|
(A1I-T1)xeD(T2)} R(ll9 T1)[î)(T2)] i?(A1, Tj i?(A2, T2)(3), since th
are one-to-one transformations of 3C onto î)(Tj). For each xeX

R(k29 T2)R{ku T,) [(Ax / - T,) (X2 I-T2)- (A2 / - T2) {X,

xR(XuTt)R(X29T2)x

2, T2) -
Hence a sufficient condition for the right-hand side to vanish is that Tt and T2

commute, i.e. { Tu T2}eG(3Ê). On the other hand, if the right-hand side is zéro, again
since the resolventaare one-to-one, we hâve {TXT2-T2Tt)R(XU Tj)R(X29 T2)x=0.
Thus { Tl9 T2}e(£(3Ê) and this proves the necessary condition, q.e.d.

Finally, we dénote by ®(3E, V) the class of ail éléments of d(X) for which
(je( 7i)xere(T2)c V. Based on the preceding définitions we hâve
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Theorem 2. For each pair { Tl9 T2}e ©(£, V) there exists a proper homomorphism

<PofH(V) into B(X) such that

(i) <P[(A- Xj)'1 XvVi, A2)] R(X9Tj), WVJ9 j l,2.
(ii) Ifa séquence fn in H (V) converges pointwise tofeH(V)9 the convergence being

uniform on each compact subset of V, then this implies limj#(/„) —

(iii) <P is unique and is defined by

/(Ai,

w/iere rj9j= 1,2 w a« oriented envelope ofae(Tj) with respect to Vjf containing A= oo

m /tà interior if Vj is unbounded.

Proof Since the integrands of (1) are locally holomorphic in Vn [e( 7i) x q( T2)]
the intégrais exist and are independent of the choice of Ft and jT2. Clearly <i>9 defined

by (1), is linear. In order to demonstrate that it is a homomorphism we take/, geH(V)
and for7= 1,2 two oriented envelopes Fj and Fj of crc( T}) with respect to Kj such that
the open set bounded by Fj contains Fj. Then by (1) with c (27t/)~1,

*(/)*(g)-*(/s)= Z4t, (2)

where

^i c J [/(Al5 oo) g(oo, oo) + / (oo, oo) g(Ax, oo) - (/ g) (A1? oo)] R(XU T,) dk,

°°> A2)g(oo, oo) + /(oo, oo)g(oo, A2) - (/g) (oo, A2)] R(kl9 T2) dk2

c2 J J f(Xl9
ri jy

c2 J J /(oo,

(oo, A2) g(Xu oo) + / (Alf oo) g(oo, A2) + / (oo, oo) g(Xu A2)

i, A2) g(oo, oo) - (/ g) (A1? A2)] R(kl9 T,) R(X29 T2) dl, dk2
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A6 c3 J J J [/On, oo) g(A,, A2) + / (Xu A2) g(Ml, oo)]

ri ri' r2

x *(Alf 7\) K^, I\) K(A2, T2) dXl dfi, dX2

An c3 J J J [/ (oo,a*2) g(Xu X2) + / (Xu A2) g(oo,

ri r2 r2'

x K(A15 TO U(A2, T2) K(/*2, T2) dAt dA2 d^2

A8 c4 J J J J f(XuX2)g(fiufi2)R(Xl,T1)R(X2,T2)R(fiuTl)
ri r2 ri' r2'

xR(fi2,T2)dXldX2dfiidfi2.

In some terms we hâve changed the order of intégration and used the commutativity
of the resolvents (Lemma 1). By [11, p. 196] we hâve for j= 1, 2 and any heH(V)
as a resuit of the method of residues

f k^ dpj h(Xp •) - fc(oo, •),

and

Using this and the résolvent équation (^-X^ R(X1,Tl) R(fl1,Tl)
u Ti) we get

Mi-

c2 f «^.TOgOi,,
J
ri'

and similarly A4= —A2. In the same manner we obtain

A* c3 J J J C/(Ai'A2)g(Mi»Â2)-/(A1,oo)g(/i1,A2)-/(A1,A2)g(|i1, oo)]

ri ri' r2

x R(XU Tt) K(/il9 TJ K(A2, T2) dAx d\i± dX2,
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hence

A6 + A8 c3 J J jf(Xl9 X2)gQil9 X2)R(X19 Tx) R(jil9 TJ JR(A2, T2) dk, d^ dk2

ri /v r2

=c2 SS
r2

Since analogously

Ai q1 J J [-/(^'^g^i, oo)-/(A!, oo)g(oo,A2)-/(cx),oo)

we hâve A7 + A5=—A6 — A8, so that the right-hand side of (2) vanishes and

Next, to prove (i) we write down two well-known relations from the operational
calculus in one variable [7, Theorem 5.11.2]

jTj)dXj [l-Xrj{coy]I (3)

n
and [11, Theorem 7.4] (after deforming the path of intégration)

JJ 7 (4)

Using équations (1), (3) and (4) we get

and

T2) + [1 - Xk,<-i] «(^> r2) U(A, T2).

From (1) and (3) it is clear that the unit élément in the subalgebra $[H(F)] of
B(X) is

*(Zk) {x(kco'°0) + M<». [1 - Zk,(->] + Zv,(-» [1 " Xk2<»>]

+ [1 - Zk,-.] [1 - Xv2(»»]} /
_ r

therefore ^ is a proper homomorphism.
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Now we take a pair {iii9 n2} offinitepointsofC2— F. ForgeH(V)wehave by (1)

T2)] ^ dA2.

Let/ne# (F) converge uniformly tofeH (F) onFA x F2. Thenlimw ||*(/„)- #(/)|| 0,
since J\ x F2 is compact and the expression in the square brackets is bounded on
F1xF2. This proves the continuity property (ii).

In order to prove the uniqueness of (1) we take a homomorphism of H(V) into
B(X) which satisfies properties (i) and (ii). Then we show that <P has the desired

représentation (1). Due to (ii) we hâve in the uniform operator topology

#(/) limn$(fn), if there exists a séquence /„ in H (F) converging pointwise and

uniformly to feH(V) on each compact subset X of F. But by Cauchy's formula
we hâve on X=Xt x X2 :

f f-

J J (/*i - ^i) 0*2 -

r2'

ri' r2'
where F} are oriented envelopes of XjUae(Tj) with respect to Vj containing À=oo
in its interior if Vj is unbounded. By Vj we dénote the Cauchy domain enclosed by
Fj. Since XjUae(Tj) is closed and the boundary Fj of Vj is compact, the distance ôj
between XjKjae{T3) and Fj is positive. Fj may be chosen such that the greatest
distance between Fj and the points of F} is less than ^min^-, 1/M,}, where

Mj sup{\\R(Aj9Tj)\\\Xj€Vj—Vj}. Hence there exist suitably chosen séquences of
points Hji,..., fijn=iij0 on Fj and vjU..., vjn=vjo on Fj, such that |)UJk—/f/>fc-i|-*0
uniformly with respect to A: for «--^oo and |vjfc — fijk\<%min{ôj9 1/M,} for ail k. To
simplify notation the dependence on n of the points fij1c and vJk is not indicated.
Since the intégrais are limits of Riemann sums we hâve for each e>0anm such that
on Zfor n^m

n

f (Ai, A2) - / (oo, oo) - c V flLk-~fl-1--k-1

Là filk~^Àl

-l
n

-E < e.
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Unfortunately, this approximation for/does not belong to H(V)9 so that we hâve

to move the singularises out of V. But \(vjk — Hjk)l(vjk — kj)\ <^on Xj for each k.
Hence there is an trij such that on Xj for itj

X}
2ne

where Lj is the length of F} and iV=sup{|/(A1, X2)\ k^r), k2er'2}. Thus

on X, where mi9 m2} and

fc=l

i 0 1 0

Clearly /„ is a séquence with the required property and by (i) we hâve in the

uniform operator topology

J+limimJc £ Giik-fiffc-i)/O*ik.

+C
i 0

From the résolvent équation we easily get

î (vJk - njHvjk, Tj)i+1 R(nJk, T,) {/- [(vyk -
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so that, since il(vjfc-^jfc) R(vJk, Tj)\\ <\,

Hf) /(*>,«>)/+ c J f{Xu co)R(Xu 7\) dX, + c j f(cx>, X2)R(X2, T2)

/Y /Y

J / (Alf A2) R (A,, T.) K (A2, T2) «*A, dk2

/Y r2'

and the proof of Theorem 2 is complète.

3. Polynomials, resolvents and spectra of sums and products of operators

In view of an application to polynomials in bounded linear operators we hâve

the following

Corollary 3. Let Vj be bounded and let {Tl9 T2}e©(3£, V\ Thenforj= 1,2 we

have*[^XK(^i^2)] ^.
Proof. Since 7} is bounded it immediately follows from (1) and (3) that

* [A, Xv (At, A2)] ^ J A,- K (Ai9 7}) dAy

2^ï J [/+ Ti R(Ai' rj)] ^' Tj' qe<d-

For the sum of Tx and T2 we obtain

Theorem 4. Let {Tl9 T2}e (&(X, V). Thenfor each À$V1 + V2we hâve

- X, - A2)~ V(Ai, A2)] K(A, Tx + T2).

Proof. Clearly (A-A1-A2)-1xF(A1, A2)Gif(F) if there is a X$V1 + V2. Applying
the method of residues we get by (1)

"1Zr(Ai,A2)] -!Tf
2 tu J ^ TO *(A - Al5 T2) dAx. (5)

If Fx is unbounded, then, according to our assumptions, V2 must be bounded and vice

versa. On X we then hâve
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(A J - 7\ - T2) j R(Xl9 7\) R(X - Xl9 T2) x dXx

\_XX I- Tx + (A - Xx) /- T2] J «(Al TO R(X - Xl9 T2) x dXx

J R(X - Xl9 T2) xdXx + J R(Xl9 Tt) x dXx

- Alf T2) x dXx + 2tt î [1 - XKt(«>)] x

/Fl(oo) J R(M, T2) x du + 2 n i [1 - xKl(oo)] x

Ci

2 7i i x,

where we hâve used the fact that Tx and T2 commute with the intégral, Ct is a posi-
tively oriented circle of sufficiently large radius around the origin, and \i has been
substituted for X-kx. Hence the convolution (5) equals R(X, Tx + T2)9 q.e.d.

Corollary 5. Let Tt or T2 be bounded and {Tl9 T2}ed(X). Then

Proof. If Ge(Ti) + Ge(T2) C the statement is trivial. Otherwise we hâve for each

complex A^ae(r1) + (7e(T2) a neighborhood V (in the sensé of Section 2) of
(Te(T1)x<Te(T2) such that (X — X1-X2)~1Xv(Ai> ^i)^H(v) and the résolvent

R(X, Tx + T2) is given by (5). But since X — kx $ae{ T2), the integrand in (5) is bounded
on Fl and, since Ft is compact, R(X, Tx4-T2) is also bounded. Hence X$Ge{Tx + T2).

This implies o^T^T^ c <re(T1) + cre(T2), q.e.d.
In a manner similar to that used in Theorem 4 we obtain for the product of Tx

and T2:

Theorem 6. Let {Ti9 T2}e©(£, V). Then for each X^V^V2 we hâve

4>[(A-A1A2)-1/F(A1,A2)]
i /* •/ îi

— H(Alf TORCA/Al T2)—i R(X9 Tx T2). (6)
2tuJ Ai

Ti

The proof of this theorem parallels that of the preceding theorem. Hère we hâve

to show that on X
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f A
(A /- r, T2) j R(Xlt T,) R(XIXlt T2)x-^

J p J- At T2 - (y I- T2\ (Xt I-TJ + ~{XX I- Tt)l

ri
dkx

r r a) r ai
R(XU T,) x dXx - -1 x + A R(XIXX, T2) x ~21-

n r, r,
2 n i [1 - Xvi («)] x - 2 n i [Zvi, (0) - Xvi (oo)] x

T x ^ _ Zy (oo) A f
X\ J

1

2 w î [1 - zKl(0)] x + XfV(0) J X(|i, T2) x dpL - Zk, (oo) J H»> T2) x d»9

Ci C2

where rt is chosen such that it does not contain the point X 0, V[ is the Cauchy
domain enclosed by Fl9 C2 is a sufficiently small positively oriented circle around the

origin, and pi has been substituted for XjXx. If Xfi(0)=1> then A 0 is in Vu V2 is

bounded and, according to (3), the first intégral in the last expression is 2nix. If
Zk1(°o)#0, then 1=0 is not in V2 and the last intégral vanishes. Hence the whole

expression equals 2nix and this shows that R{k, Tx T2) is given by (6).

Corollary 7. Let { Tl9 T2}e(£(3£) and let the point A 0 not be contained in the

spectrum of one operator if the other is unbounded. Then ae(Tt T2)c ve(Ti)'(re(T2).
Again the proof is similar to that for Corollary 5 with a few changes in signs.
Remark. Corollaries 5 and 7 hâve been proved by Foguel [5, Corollary 1] for the

spécial case of two commuting scalar operators whose spectra are finite point sets

in C. More generally, using the fact that there exists a complex commutative Banach

algebra containing /, Tt and T2, Corollaries 5 and 7 for two commuting bounded
linear operators Tx and T2 on X follow from the Gelfand theory [6, Satz 6 and § 5].

A convolution intégral similar to (5) for the résolvent of the sum of two bounded

commuting linear operators has been established by Bianchi and Favella [1] in
connection with problems in scattering theory.
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